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The Integer Cuboid Table and its Auxiliary Table is the collation of computer 
searches for all three types of integer cuboids as noted in Problem D18 of [1, pp. 
97-103]. The range of the smallest edge is from 2 to 333,750,000 exhaustively, 
and 19,929 primitive cuboids were found (6800 body, 6749 face, and 6380 
edge). 

There exist earlier lists of cuboids, or cuboid generators, but they cover only 
one type of cuboid at a time, or list only the generators [2-8, 11]. Furthermore, 
they are not exhaustive over the dimensions of the cuboid, and have corrections 
[9, 10, 12]; hence this present table, which attempts to be accurate and complete 
both over the dimensions and type of cuboid solutions. 

The new table is presented as a two-volume set, owing to its extensive length. 
There are 50 cuboids listed per page. At the top of the page is the indexed 
range of cuboids covered, both by their smallest edge and number of actual 
occurrence. Upon each line is listed the type of cuboid, B, F, E standing for 
body, face, and edge cuboids, respectively. Next is given the three edges and 
body diagonal of the actual cuboid. The primitive Pythagorean generator pairs 
for each type of cuboid are the last set of entries per solution. At the bottom of 
each page is given the subtotal of the B, F, E types and then a running total of 
all types found. The Auxiliary Table is indexed as a supplement to match the 
cuboid table, giving the irrationality of either the edge or diagonal of a selected 
cuboid in terms of a square and small excess or deficit, whichever is closer. 

The seven-page introduction provides an adequate instruction about the in- 
teger cuboid problem, and introduces some properties of the Pythagorean gen- 
erators associated with each type of solution. Additionally, a simple summa- 
rization is provided of the cuboid table, including other tables resulting from 
its study, such as cuboid solutions with pairs of common values, extended B, F, 
E solutions not covered in the current table, but derivable from an entry, etc. 

The first author is making available a catalog and/or copy of one of these ta- 
bles upon request. Additionally, an extensive bibliography of over 60 references 
on the integer cuboid is also available. 
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It is hoped that the Integer Cuboid Table will be extended through at least 
the first 1,000,000,000 integers for the smallest side. 

Finally, the perfect cuboid was not found. If it exists, the smallest edge must 
be greater than 333,750,000. 

RANDALL L. RATHBUN 
1050-206 Rock Springs Rd. 
Escondido, CA 92026-2436 
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Maurice Kraitchik first discussed the problem of certain rational cuboids in 
1945, giving a table of 50 cuboids at the end of his article [1]. He had published 
two years later, in the third volume [2, pp. 122-131] of his Theorie des Nombres, 
241 rational cuboids of the body type for the odd side less than 1,000,000. He 
added 16 more new cuboids in 1954 in his addendum [3]. John Leech discusses 
the errata of Kraitchik's tables, giving a list of misprints and omissions [4]. 

The present table is a new revision of Maurice Kraitchik's originals, com- 
pletely corrected for all errors and omissions. It is further expanded by exten- 
sive computer search to completely cover all odd sides < 333,750,000 of the 


